Shelter Curtains

Add security and protect your most valuable assets from wind and rain by incorporating a Poligon Shelter Curtain.

These low maintenance enclosures consist of an overhead track with suspended vinyl fabric curtains. Curtains are suspended using rollers which allow the fabric to be drawn across the opening or stowed at column locations.

Installations can be made on both new and in-service shelters. Fabric is custom cut to fit most shelters.

Track System:
The galvanized track is mounted over the opening and can be attached to shelter structure or to wood substrate using clips. Rollers have nylon wheels and attach to the fabric using hooks through grommets, spaced approximately 12” on center.

Curtain:
Material is 17oz. per yard Ferrari 502, a vinyl coated polyester fabric approximately 6 mil in thickness. The fabric is vinyl coated on both sides and has an additional varnish finish on the exterior to shed contaminants and ease cleaning. For maintenance cleaning, simply wash with water and mild detergent. Ferrari 502 is available in over 50 finish colors. Curtain is weighted along the entire bottom hem. Ferrari 502 is flame retardant and comes with an 8 year manufacturer warranty.

Curtain Closures:
At the columns curtains are held in place with webbing laced through screw mounted webbing guides. Curtain-to-curtain attachment is made with nickel plated spring loaded metal clamps. If necessary, curtain bottom attachment points can also be incorporated, with anchors and attachment webbing provided.